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FROM THE EDITORIAL TEAM



This, the tenth issue of the American Public University System (APUS)’s Saber and Scroll Journal,

wraps up the third year of journal production. Over the past few years, the journal has benefitted from

the contributions of a number of talented authors. The journal team is especially grateful for the

participation of many APUS faculty members who have shared their fine work with us. We are pleased

that the APUS historical community continues to respond so enthusiastically to the journal and are

proud to bring to you one of our finest issues. In this issue, readers will find feature articles and book

reviews reflecting the broad range of historical interests across our scholarly community.

As Saber and Scroll Journal readers are aware, most of editors are either APUS graduate students or

alumni who have finished their MAs with APUS. We would like to congratulate a number of our

members who have wrapped up their master’s program in 2014 – Joe Cook, Michael Majerczyk, Mike

Gottert, Aida Dias, Rebecca Simmons Graf, Melanie Thornton, Kathleen Guler, and Anne Midgley.

Additionally, we would like to recognize William Potter, who will complete his thesis in early February

2015.

While thanks are due to all our authors and to each member of our journal team, I would especially like

to thank our copy editor, DeAnna Stevens, who not only formats our journal, but who also designs the

beautiful artwork that graces its cover. We continue to seek additional volunteers to help create a superb

history journal; if interested, please contact any member of the current journal team.

Please enjoy this issue of the Saber and Scroll Journal!



Editor-In-Chief: Anne Midgley

Faculty Advisors: Emily Herff and Robert Smith

Content Editors: Joe Cook, Mike Gottert, Rebecca Simmons Graf, Kathleen Guler, Michael Majerczyk,

Matt Meador, Kay O’Pry-Reynolds, William Potter, Chris Schloemer, Ben Sorensen, and Melanie

Thornton

Copy Editor: DeAnna Stevens
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GERMAN UNIFICATION THROUGH THE BLUEPRINT OF PRUSSIAN

GREATNESS: A STUDY OF SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE PRUSSIANS,

FREDERICK THE GREAT, AND OTTO VON BISMARCK

NOAH HUTTO

Any modern day discussion concerning the Father of Germany automatically invokes the name of Otto

von Bismarck and, by virtue of his accomplishments, any list of other accomplished German leaders would

also include Frederick II, or Frederick the Great. Ironically, because both men were actually Prussian, they

both sought (at least initially in the case of Bismarck) the expansion of Prussia, not necessarily the creation of

a unified German nation.1 Despite a full century separating the two men, they both came to power in Prussia,

inheriting a nation of unique challenges, both domestically and internationally. Both men maneuvered through

those challenges and displayed leadership, diplomacy, incredible drive, and an absolute devotion to their state.

There was, of course, the lure of personal honor and accomplishment.

These unique challenges did, of course, lend to differences in some of their actions and the paths chosen, but there remain eerie similarities. Like Frederick, Bismarck considered Austrian influence across the

German states to be a threat to Prussia’s emergence as a legitimate power in Europe. Both men initiated a series of conflicts with Austria, equating to three wars across seven years that eventually involved and claimed

victory over both Austria and France. In the end, an emerging nationalism served both Prussians in their vision

for a greater Prussia and a Prussian-led German Confederation; for Bismarck and his role, this led directly to a

unified Germany. In Europe, this represented something different and separated Germany from other states. It

promoted greater influence and the arrival of a German state in its own right.

Whether planned or completely subconsciously, Bismarck used Frederick the Great’s successful expansion of Prussia as a foundation for his own actions. At times, Bismarck specifically invoked the name of Frederick in a speech or while addressing parliament—arguably not just for the impact of his namesake, but to specifically link his actions or ideals to those of his predecessor.2 This, of itself, does not connect the dots of similarities, but suggests in some part that Bismarck used Frederick’s actions as a blueprint, building a foundation

on what he felt worked, and altering those paths he felt offered better choices.
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There is countless literature and historiography discussing Prussia, its rise, diplomacy, its military precision, its fall to Napoleon; conversely, there is just as much, if not more, existing research on the same facets

of Germany, even specifically its unification and arrival in Europe as a major power. However, one element

consistently absent is the bridge between these two great Prussians who sought greatness for themselves, but

also, and very importantly, for Prussia itself. A quick sampling of cited works reflects titles such as, Nineteenth

-Century Germany: Politics, Culture, and Society 1780-1918, Bismarck and Germany: 1862-1890, German

History, 1770-1866, and The Rise of Brandenburg-Prussia to 1786—all distinctly covering Frederick the

Great’s era or Bismarck’s role as the “Iron Willed.”3

Admittedly, sources and research exist that cover the span of both periods, but these exist primarily as

less analytical works, leaving no room for real comparison of the two key Prussians, and the similarities between their concepts and actions. John Lord’s work from 1894, Two German Giants: Frederic the Great and

Bismarck –The Founder and The Builder of German Empire, implies an analysis specifically discussing more

than a superficial link between Frederick and Bismarck existed. However, it too tackled the subjects almost

purely as two completely separate discussions with too brief an introduction of any given parallels.4

Perhaps Bismarck’s path to greatness was not entirely by coincidence. That he followed something

akin to Frederick’s own path was somewhat inevitable considering the nature of both the German states and

Prussia’s similar problems in both eras. Ultimately, Frederick the Great and Otto von Bismarck embraced a

militaristic approach to statesmanship and used Prussia’s famous infantry as the tool for foreign policy. Both

men viewed Austria as the biggest threat to Prussia’s rise to power; they understood and used France and Russia as pawns in diplomatic matters. After fighting three wars, they both embraced the importance of consolidating their gains. Following their wars, they served as brokers of peace and both turned to domestic policies

that ensured the state was on the correct path to greatness.

Even before gaining power, they both envisioned a stronger Prussia, one that Europe would have no

choice but to concede was now a major power. For both Frederick and Bismarck, this rise to glory aimed specifically at creating a greater Prussia. It is important to understand this was a greater Prussia serving as the

overseer of the smaller German states, not the annexation or creation of a unified German nation.5 The wellSaber &amp; Scroll Journal
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being of the State was foremost in their minds. The Prussian military was the key to this success, especially

since both men perceived Austria as both a threat and, quite simply, “in the way” of a Prussian-led and German-dominated Central Europe. With the accession of Maria Theresa to the Austrian throne in 1740, Frederick

saw an opportunity to test the 75,000-man army he had inherited and begin his “role of defender of German

liberties against Hapsburg despotism.”6

Pursuit of Diplomatic Gains and Legitimacy

When Frederick took control of Prussia from his father, he inherited an army that was the envy of Europe–envied for its machine-like precision and execution of drills–but it was also relatively untested, as his father refused to use it in pitched battles because of the cost of achieving its precision. Frederick viewed this as

another reason that most of Europe viewed Prussia as a minor player, at best, and vowed that he would not

play lapdog to the European powers.7 In his view, the key to power and recognition was through acquisitions.

Despite objections from his ministers and military advisor, he felt he had the army to survive a war with Austria.8

With an ideology that his army would serve as the best tool for state building and originally as the primary tool for his foreign policy, Frederick invaded Silesia expecting to completely pry it from Austria. 9 Within

seven months of his accession to power, he threw Prussia into what became seven years of military conflict

across three brutal wars. Frederick emerged victorious and created the powerful Prussia he intended to produce.10 His three consecutive Silesian Wars, actually occurring sporadically on-again/off-again from July 1742

to February 1763, saw the Prussians defeat half of the European powers. Frederick routed the Saxons, Austrians, French, and lesser German states. By the end of his reign, thirty-one years later, Frederick had increased

his army to 200,000 men.11 Gaining all of Silesia also served as the catalyst for German nationalism, an event

that lifted the shame from losing the Thirty Years’ War. These decisive victories over the Austrians and the

French set the stage for a Europe that now recognized Prussia as a legitimate power.12

The Treaty of Dresden in 1745 ended the Second Silesian War and it was obvious to the public and

politicians that Frederick II expanded Prussian influence in Europe. Prussia was now a major European power.

The treaty ended greatly in Prussia’s favor. For instance, it secured the territorial gains the Prussian military
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won. With this in hand, Frederick II secured the moniker “the Great” and Frederick the Great found its way

into the public lexicon.13

The rise of Otto von Bismarck as a Prussian man of power is beyond the scope of this essay. King William I, having inherited the crown in 1861, observed the Prussian Army was no longer the elite force that

brought Prussia to power. Consequently, he acknowledged that the lack of military might omitted a key tool of

aggressive foreign policy. During a political standoff with Parliament over military reforms that would double

the size of the regular army, increase reserve forces, extend conscription and service obligation rates, add additional infantry and cavalry regiments, and ultimately increase military expenditures, William appointed Bismarck as the Minister-President in September 1862. Both men knew the importance of ensuring this military

reform. It would promote Prussian influence. Bismarck immediately went on the offensive, at least politically.14

James J. Sheehan quotes Leopold von Ranke’s 1836 Politisches Gespräch as the underpinning of what

became a unique spin on Prussian (and German) politics: “A state owes its position in the world to the degree

of its independence, the maintenance of which requires the subordination of all domestic considerations.”15 It

is interesting, that like Frederick the Great, Bismarck set out initially only to create a name for Prussia through

foreign policy—perhaps again, subconsciously walking in Frederick’s path towards a greater Prussia, and not

with any expectations of a unified German nation. Both men executed daring statesmanship that often tightroped above the possibility of massed enemies they could not hope to defeat alongside the quest for an unquestionable military might. Once realizing success abroad, they both turned full attention inwards to a more

peaceful outlook on the European scene and began reforms within their own borders.16 During the aforementioned standoff with Parliament, Bismarck made his now infamous speech that challenged the government’s

lack of action. His speech suggested that if a decision was not possible, then it was his duty, as MinisterPresident to breech the “hiatus” in government for the good of the state.17 Bismarck showed concern over Austrian influence in Germany, and although initially concerned only with creating a stronger, more influential

Prussia, he showed the first hint of his intent to use rising German nationalism as a tool of policy.
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